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MARC LEADERSHIP LEARNING SERIES

ENGAGING LEADERS TO DEEPEN 
UNDERSTANDING AND ENHANCE 
INCLUSIVITY 

Through our research, we know that 86% 
of men say they are personally committed 
to interrupting sexist behaviors when they 
see them in the workplace, yet only 31% 
feel confident in their ability to do so.

MARC transforms good intentions into ameliorative 
action. The MARC Leadership Learning Series 
will provide participants an opportunity to 
create personal connections to issues of gender 
conditioning, privilege, healthy masculinity, and 
more. Leaders will build commitment and capacity 
as gender partners and advocates for equity.

82% 
of participants report they know how to turn their 
commitment to gender partnership, equity, and 
inclusion into action (vs 50% pre-workshop).

88% 
of participants report that the MARC Leadership 
Learning Series helped them develop their 
understanding of gender equity issues.

80%
of participants report that the MARC Leadership 
Learning Series will make a positive impact on 
inclusion within their workplace.

Results for past sessions:

TRANSFORM AWARENESS INTO ACTION

https://www.catalyst.org/marc/
https://www.catalyst.org/marc/
https://www.catalyst.org/research/interrupting-sexism-silence/
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ABOUT CATALYST
Founded in 1962, Catalyst drives change with preeminent thought leadership, actionable solutions and a 
galvanized community of multinational corporations to accelerate and advance women into leadership—
because progress for women is progress for everyone.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Michael Wirth, CEO, Chevron

“ Chevron’s partnership with MARC by Catalyst has created pathways for 
inclusivity, achievement, and growth for people of all genders across our 
workforce. Together, we’re creating workplaces that work for women today—
and for generations to come.”

Audience: Director level and above

Format: Virtual

Duration: Three 3-hour facilitated workshops and 
three 1.5-hour self-guided learning modules

Number of Participants:  25-30 people

Fee: USD $30,000, CAD $33,000, EUR €26,000 
(bundled pricing available for 5+ sessions)

MARC LEADERSHIP LEARNING SERIES

WHAT TO EXPECT

  Participants will:

•  Explore how gender dynamics, roles, norms, and 
social conditioning link to the workplace and their 
leadership style.

•  Discuss how bias and systemic advantages/
privilege impact employees; what it means to 
recognize intersectional and multidimensional 
identities and experiences of “otherness.”

•  Learn how building strong gender partnerships 
presents a unique responsibility and opportunity 
for men.

•  Discuss what healthy masculinity means and how 
it impacts individuals and organizational cultures, 
why effective gender partnership is important, 
and how to put it into practice.
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